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Industrial Info's most recent Market Outlook Event,
held January 29 at the Hilton Americas in Houston,
was attended by more than 1,000 people.
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January Spending Indices

The value of construction starts in North American in
January 2014 rose more than 84% compared with
January 2013 to more than $32.3 billion from $17.5
billion last year.
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Are U.S. Companies Being Realistic
About Global LNG Prices?

February has been an interesting month for natural
gas markets. In the U.S., a steady stream of winter
storms and declining stockpiles drove up regional spot
prices in the Northeast and Midwest and raised
natural gas futures above $6 per million British
thermal units (MMBtu) for the first time in four years.
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Spending in the U.S. Oil & Gas sector has
consistently increased over the past few years, and
this trend shows no signs of changing in the near
future, according to presenters at Industrial Info's most recent Industrial Market Outlook, held
January 29 in Houston, Texas.
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Upcoming Tradeshows & Events

Click below to learn more about upcoming
tradeshows where Industrial Info will be exhibiting
and events that we will be hosting.

View Upcoming Events >>>

New Products & Resources

Industrial Info has a broad and deep set of resources
to support your business-development activities. From
maps and databases to executive briefings and
customized analytic tools, our resources can help you
build a bigger book of business. Start by calling our
Member Center today at 1-800-762-3361 or visiting
our Online Store.
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Recent Tradeshows, Events & Other Happenings

Market Outlook & Networking Event - Houston, TX - January 29, 2014

Industrial Info's most recent Market Outlook Event, held January 29 at the Hilton Americas in
Houston, was attended by more than 1,000 people. We hope that those who came found the
presentations of our industry experts valuable and enjoyed the networking session afterward!
Our next Market Outlook Event will be held May 7 at The Ritz-Carlton in Washington, D.C.
Click here for more information or to RSVP.
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AOG 2014 - Australasian Oil & Gas Show - Perth, Australia - Feb. 19-21

Thanks to everyone who visited our booth at this year's AOG in Perth!



Houston Chronicle

Earlier this month, Industrial Info Executive Vice
President Michael Bergen was interviewed by the
Houston Chronicle about the tightening Gulf Coast labor
market. Click here to read the full article.

Please enter any questions or suggestions below.
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January Spending Indices

Construction Starts

The value of construction starts in North American in January 2014 rose more than 84%
compared with January 2013 to more than $32.3 billion from $17.5 billion last year. Although
spending in eight of the 12 industries tracked by Industrial Info showed an increase in the
value of project starts, this dramatic escalation in spending comes not from an across-
the-board increase in overall North American industrial activity (although spending in eight of
the 12 industries tracked by Industrial Info increased), but rather from a few very high-dollar
projects that are more or less anomalies and will take several years to complete.

This comes mostly in the form of Suncor Energy's Fort Hills Oil Sands project in Alberta, which
is contributing approximately $13.5 billion in planned projects to the mining sector in January
and boosting the value of Metals & Minerals Industry project spending more than 420%.

In addition, Industrial Info is now including Mexico in its construction start figures. The country
contributes heavily to the Oil & Gas Pipeline Industry this month with the kickoff of the $880
million Phase I construction of the Reynosa to Los Ramones grassroot natural gas pipeline.

Project Spending Index

Download this image
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(Right-click the link and choose "Save Link As..." to save document)

The value of active projects in North America at the end of January 2014 was $499.98 billion,
up more than $50 billion, or 11.13%, from the corresponding period of 2013. Geographically,
much of this increase in spending comes from the U.S. Southwest market region, which
includes the states of Texas and Louisiana, where billions of dollars of liquefied natural gas
liquefaction and export facilities are planned to kick off during the year, also making the Oil &
Gas Production Industry the strongest industry in terms of year-over-year increases for the
value of planned project starts.

Similarly, several planned multibillion-dollar oil sands projects in Alberta have substantially
increased the value of planned mining project starts in the Western Canada.
Please enter any questions or suggestions below.

Questions/Suggestions:
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Are U.S. Companies Being Realistic
About Global LNG Prices?

February has been an interesting month for natural
gas markets. In the U.S., a steady stream of winter
storms and declining stockpiles drove up regional spot
prices in the Northeast and Midwest and raised
natural gas futures above $6 per million British
thermal units (MMBtu) for the first time in four years.
Even in the midst of these higher domestic prices,
eyes still remain fixed on the Asian markets, as earlier this month, natural gas spot prices for
Japan and South Korea reached an all-time high of $20.20/MMBtu, leaving little question as to
why future North American liquefied natural gas (LNG) producers are chomping at the bit to
ship product to these countries.

However, as U.S. project owners line up to receive permission from the Department of Energy
to export to countries without free trade agreements with the U.S., and construction activity for
billions of dollars of export facilities is planned or already under way, some are questioning the
long-term viability of profits from U.S. LNG exports for the companies involved.

In a paper published this month by Rice University's James A. Baker III Institute for Public
Policy, "Natural Gas Price in Asia: What to Expect and What It Means, " Dr. Kenneth B.
Medlock III emphasizes that the current dramatic price differentials between the U.S. and Asia
are probably short-term situations and that the existing broad pricing gap will likely narrow in
the coming years, which could prove disappointing for some LNG producers planning to reap
large rewards from the market.

The paper, itself a progression of a similarly themed study from 2012, makes what seem to be
some very valid, common-sense points about how and why the natural gas price differences
between North America and Asia, as well as other international destinations, will probably not
last for the long term.

March 11, 2011
While there has been a fairly marked difference between Asian and North American natural
gas prices for several years, the magnitude-9 earthquake, tsunami, and meltdown at the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant on March 11, 2011, marked a period of rapid
escalation for the spot price of LNG on Platts Japan Korea Marker (JKM), which hovered
around $10/MMBtu at the start of 2011. After the event, as Japan took its nuclear capacity
offline, LNG spot prices continued rising, breaking the $17 mark by November.

Following the disaster, all of Japan's nuclear reactors were taken offline, and while a few
nuclear reactors briefly returned to service, the country is currently completely without nuclear
generation, helping LNG spot prices reach the record high seen this month.

But on Tuesday, Feb. 25, the Japanese government breathed some life into the country's
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nuclear sector by making public its new Basic Energy Plan, which emphasizes the importance
of nuclear energy as a baseload power for the country, paving the way for the restart of
currently offline reactors and potentially the construction of new ones. Such a move would
almost certainly lower the need for LNG used in power generation, negating regional demand,
and lowering prices.

International Commodity
In an earlier study, "U.S. LNG Exports: Truth and Consequences," Medlock points out that
while North America has a very abundant and elastic natural gas market, it is certainly not the
only global region planning to deliver product to Asia or Europe. The development of shale gas
extraction in countries such as China, Australia and Argentina remains in its very earliest
stages and could potentially unleash vast quantities of gas onto the global market.

Australia, in particular, is experiencing a rapid build-out of LNG export capacity, and despite
high labor costs and a sharp uptick in domestic gas prices that has many Australian residents
crying "foul," LNG producers in the country are aiming to tap the Asian market as quickly as
possible. A January 10 article from Bloomberg quotes an energy analyst who states that 53%
of Australia's total natural gas production was exported in 2012 and that this is set to rise to
81% by 2018.

Let's not forget that in the early 2000s, many of the companies currently on the U.S. LNG
export bandwagon poured billions of dollars into the construction of LNG import and
regasification terminals, which became unnecessary after the dramatic increase in domestic
natural gas production. Global producers that previously planned to supply the U.S. markets
will seek out other profitable markets, probably easing current supply constraints in Asia and
Europe, and subsequently helping lower prices in these regions.

Currency Issues
While many other variables come into play in regard to the global LNG market, another key
point that Medlock makes is the strength of the U.S. dollar in its relation to export profits. With
the Federal Reserve's announcement that it will begin tapering its bond buyback stimulus
program, the dollar could strengthen against the yen and other currencies, lowering export
profits for reasons unrelated to the actual volume of natural gas being traded.

A Buyer's or Seller's Market? - Reactions to British Columbia's Recent LNG Tax
Proposal
Japan is without a doubt ready to lower its energy prices. The country is not unaware that it is
the apple of the eye LNG-producing nations and is not sitting quietly by waiting for the LNG to
flow, but appears to be taking an active role in shaping the policies of the exporting nations.
Several of the major planned LNG export projects being developed in North America are
minority owned by Asian energy companies.

Outside of the U.S. Gulf Coast region, the other major potential concentration of LNG
production in North America is on the Pacific coast of the Canadian province of British
Columbia. Last week, British Columbia's provincial government announced plans on how it
would tax the province's nascent LNG industry. The proposal called for an initial rate tax rate of
1.5% on profits after production begins, which would then climb to up to 7% once the initial
costs of facility construction are recovered. The legislation is still being drafted and will be
released in two parts in Fall 2014 and Spring 2015.

The province received a quickly delivered one-two punch from Big Oil and the Japanese
government. Royal Dutch Shell, which has plans to construct a liquefaction and export
terminal in the province with Petrochina Company Ltd., Korea Gas Corp., and Mitsubishi
Corp., questioned whether the proposed tax rate was, in fact, globally competitive. Other



companies such as TransCanada Corp. and Chevron expressed the need for speed and
clarity in policy.

Although on the surface unrelated, the week following the announcement, Apache
Corporation, Chevron's 50-50 partner in the Kitimat LNG project in British Columbia,
announced that "We've had serious discussions with a number of buyers, all in Asian
markets," about selling some of its stake in the project.

Keisuke Tsujimoto, a Vancouver-based representative from Japan's energy ministry,
expressed concern about the delayed rollout of the province's finalized tax policies, telling
Canada's The Globe and Mail newspaper that British Columbia was taking a gamble by
delaying final tax policies, noting that Japan had already reached final investment decisions for
LNG projects in other global locations. "If the tax is delayed," said Tsujimoto, "the B.C.
government may lose this big opportunity for energy infrastructure. It needs to happen this
fall," a strong assertion that Japan is in a position to shop around for its LNG sources.

What Does This Mean?
The ideas briefly mentioned above suggest that the exporters with the most to gain are the
ones who can arrive on the scene first, delivering LNG into markets in which prices remain
high. Latecomers will not only face the potential restart of at least some of Japan's nuclear
fleet, but also will be supplying LNG into a market in which they are actually helping to lower
prices, simply by increasing available LNG supply.

While the export of LNG to areas of high demand and high prices may never actually reach a
point of unprofitability, one of the obvious concerns of any potential exporter is recouping the
tremendous up-front costs of constructing the liquefaction and export facilities. Those first on
the scene will have an easier time doing this as prices remain high. Latecomers could very
well find that taking a step back from the excitement and hooplah surrounding the U.S.'
suddenly abundant supply of natural gas and considering the sustainability of current global
pricing structures might prove a valuable exercise in restraint.

Please enter any questions or suggestions below.

Questions/Suggestions:
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Industrial Market Outlook in Review: Oil & Gas Storage and
Pipeline Projects Will Play "Catch-Up" with Production in Coming
Years

SUGAR LAND--February 20, 2014--Researched by
Industrial Info Resources (Sugar Land,
Texas)--Spending in the U.S. Oil & Gas sector has
consistently increased over the past few years, and
this trend shows no signs of changing in the near
future, according to presenters at Industrial Info's most
recent Industrial Market Outlook, held January 29 in
Houston, Texas.

However, in 2014 spending for Pipelines and Oil &
Gas Terminals projects is actually expected to decline, so the overall increase in project
spending expected in the Oil & Gas sector will come from production and midstream gas
processing. The most obvious outlet for this spending increase would be the massive liquefied
natural gas (LNG) liquefaction and export projects occurring in the U.S. However, pulling these
multibillion-dollar projects out of the equation, the value of planned construction starts for in
the U.S. Oil & Gas Production Industry still shows more than a 50% increase from what kicked
off in 2013, rising from approximately $12.8 billion in 2013 to $19.47 billion this year.

"In 2014 we see a downward play in the terminals and the pipelines side, but upwards in the
production side," said Michael Bergen, executive vice president at Industrial Info, during
Industrial Info's most recent Industrial Market Outlook. "We've built out enough pipeline
capacity and probably storage for the current production levels in the field," said Bergen,
adding that as oil and gas production continues to escalate, there will be a strong uptick in
pipeline and storage projects in 2016-17.

Chris Paschall, Industrial Info's group VP of global research for the Oil & Gas and Petroleum
Refining industries, discussed the storage and pipeline project activity expected to occur in
North America in the coming years. Noting that U.S. oil production was forecast to rise from
the current 7.75 million barrels per day (BBL/d) to up to 11 million BBL/d by 2020, Paschall
said, "Finding the oil is the simple part. Now what it really comes down to is how are you going
to transport it? How are you going to move it around? We're tracking approximately $40 billion
in pipeline activity that can move the oil around from production areas, and we're looking at
over 6 million barrels that have to be transported."

Paschall and Bergen noted that while there has been substantial discussion about U.S. energy
independence, in actuality what should be discussed is North American independence, in
which the U.S. imports increasing amounts of oil from Canada. "Currently crude exports into
the U.S. from Canada are around 2 million barrels, and they're trying to raise this to 4 to 5
million over the next 10 to 15 years," said Paschall, explaining that this represented one of the
largest bottlenecks faced in the Oil Transmission sector.
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Along with the increased
production comes the need for
additional storage capacity.
Industrial Info is currently tracking
Oil Terminals projects worth $4.8
billion to store about 74 million
barrels of oil, both for producers
and end users. These storage
projects, much smaller in nature
than pipeline infrastructure, will
show a more organic growth,
arising as needed at various
pipeline terminals, rail
loading/unloading facilities, and
production and processing

facilities.

Market Outlook Events & Products
This information was initially presented as part
of Industrial Info's 2014 Industrial Market
Outlook & Networking Event, attended by more
than 1,000 people in Houston, Texas, on
January 29. Our complementary Market
Outlooks are held throughout the year in
various locations and allow our industry experts
to present information on the market trends
and drivers affecting industrial spending both
now and in the future, as well as providing
attendees some of the best industrial
networking opportunities available.

Our next Market Outlook will be held at The
Ritz-Carlton in Washington, D.C., on May 7, followed by others in Jersey City, New Jersey, and
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. For more information or to RSVP for these events, visit the Market
Outlook page on our website.

In addition, Industrial Info's Global Industrial Outlook is a quarterly-updated online product
providing spending statistics and forecasts for 12 industrial sectors throughout the world. Both
North American and international industrial sectors are included in the Outlook, with special
breakouts for the BRIC, MENA, Middle East and Asia-Pacific regions. Detailed assessments
from Industrial Info's industry experts help explain how the data and information reflect broader
industrial trends. Visit our Online Store for information on this and other analytics and
forecasting products.
Please enter any questions or suggestions below.

Questions/Suggestions:
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Upcoming Tradeshows Where We're Exhibiting

As you can see, Industrial Info is exhibiting at several tradeshows in March and April. Make
sure to visit our Tradeshow Page to learn more about these shows or to schedule an on-site
meeting with one of our representatives!

March 9 - 12, 2014
Washington, DC.
Washington Hilton and Towers

Booth #2267
March 18 - 20, 2014
New York, NY
Javits Center

Booth #F9
March 18 - 20, 2014
Ahoy Rotterdam, Netherlands

Booth #A250
March 24 - 27, 2014
South Korea
KINTEX
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Booth #711
April 1 - 3, 2014
New Orleans, LA
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center

Booth #326
April 7 - 9, 2014
Galveston, TX
Moody Gardens Hotel & Convention Center

Booth #7301
April 14 - 17, 2014
Chicago, IL
McCormick Place

Booth #412-2
April 21 - 25, 2014
Santiago, Chile
Espacio Riesco

Booth #1131
April 28 - May 1, 2014
Lexington, KY
Lexington Convention Center

Please enter any questions or suggestions below.

Questions/Suggestions:
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New Products & Resources

Industrial Info has a broad and deep set of resources
to support your business-development activities. From
maps and databases to executive briefings and
customized analytic tools, our resources can help you
build a bigger book of business. Start by calling our
Member Center today at 1-800-762-3361 or visiting
our Online Store.

2014 United States Industrial Spending Outlook Map Series

More than 6,100 major industrial capital and maintenance projects totaling more than $376
billion are planned to kick off in the United States in 2014. Planned 2014 project starts range
from massive Power, LNG and Alternative Fuels capital projects to planned maintenance
turnarounds at smaller plants.

The 2014 Industrial Spending Outlook Map Series illustrates these potential industrial activities
on a state-by-state basis--from Rhode Island to Alaska.

For each state, total planned project start value is shown on a month-by-month basis. Capital
and maintenance spending activity is provided for each industry, along with a breakdown of
equipment, engineering, construction and energy requirements.

Maps are available by individual state or bundled by market region.

The 2014 Global Mining Industry Outlook

Industrial Info's Global Mining Industry Outlook provides a comprehensive view of project
spending in the mining sector. An analysis of business, market and spending trends provides
direction on how current and future activity is shaping the industry.

The Outlook drills down by mine type (iron ore, precious metals, oil sands, etc.), providing
information on operational plants, plant startups and capital spending. With this online solution,
we provide quarterly updates on key plant and project statistics to keep you up to date with
industry progress.

U.S. Combustion Turbine Predictive Maintenance Cost Analyzer

Analyzing 3,000+ Combustion Turbines in the US Power Market with an average annual
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maintenance spend of $3 Billion through 2017, the Combustion Turbine Predictive
Maintenance Cost Analyzer builds on Industrial Info's extensive turbine database in
combination with "GenStack" runtime data to provide a predictive five-year maintenance spend
outlook that includes Major Overhauls, Hot Gas Path Inspections, Combustion Inspections and
Annual Inspections.

This online, subscription-based product is updated quarterly to take into account actual run
hours and starts from previous quarters and makes appropriate adjustments to future spend
profiles.
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